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Critique — February 13, 2020
notes submitted by Sharon Bongers; photos by Rob Guetre

Marge Somkuti

Meet Campbell Wallace,
our critic for this meeting...
Painting real people presents the
greatest challenge and satisfaction
for me as an artist. Narrative
portraits allow me to paint what
interests me most about a person–
their interactions, failures, and
triumphs. I first became interested
in portraiture while in school,
seeing an intriguing photo in
a magazine showing someone
wearing a mask and top hat. The
image was striking and powerful,
and I began searching for and
painting images with a similar
intensity and magic.
...
I’m painting images that compel
me; subjects that resonate with me
long after my first strong reaction
to seeing them. Recently, the
painting process is becoming much
more personal; I’m editing and
challenging the source material.
The documentation of a subject
is evolving into the re-inventing
of an image. Painting from found
photographs has become an
excavation through multiple layers
of meaning and interpretation
which have been projected from
my own experiences. My hope is
to begin a painting in the same
position that each viewer will
eventually come to it – as a mystery
to be unraveled.
excerpted from
campbellwallace.com
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Delightful piece. It works. Only thing I
can say is the truck feels a bit small.

Ada Wong

The central character is well done and
the water. The hand, a few marks from
a distance can do the job.

Stanza Widen

A nice scene with lots of movement.
I could see you playing with other
colours.

Seraya Smit

I love the impasto. The sky looks like a
cathedral. The sky could be bigger.

Karen McFarlane

I am getting a real feeling of the
person. Very nicely rendered. The lace
is amazing. Like the colour.
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Joyce McCoy

Very successful, atmospheric
perspective achieved beautifully.

Frances Hessels

Great composition. Like the values, the
execution. The glass could use a harder
edge.

Anne McCartney

Jani Galarneau

Bravo! Unlike anything I have seen.
Your colour choice is subtly and
vibrant at the same time.

I am a sucker for octopuses. It is neat
and fun. I can see a steampunk frame.

Richard St Amant

This is successful, and the shadows.
One thought - let the sky dry a little
before going back in.

Betty Dean

This is a neat little picture, successful.
Small pictures can get away with a
large frame. The rocks are well done.
You could do a series. The stamp could
be opposite to the focal point.

Aeris Osborne

Vibrant colours. One suggestion - vary
the lights and darks in the trees. There
is also a tiny bit of darkness in the
corner.

continued
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Johanne Septou

I love how you have done the
background. Consider mixing an extra
colour in each paddy. A shift in colour.

Kerralee Nelson

Love the blue, it is successful. Love the
green carving to make the pineapple.
You could put some red into the
avacados or some orange.

Rhea Jansen

It is a great little painting, I like the
cutout look to their outfits. You could
vary the hair styles of the girls. There is
a line on the inner thigh that needs to
be blended out.

Jasmin Alstad

It’s fascinating, I was struck by the
vibrating colours.

Penny Lamnek

Jan Fraser

Love it, the green at the bottom really
grounds everything. The sky reads in
so many ways. You could hang it facing
down slightly.
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Linda Nelson

The motif of circles is interesting, feels
almost planetary. The only thing I have
to offer is - the bleed out at the edges.
Make sure they stay sharp.

Really nice. Slightly change the
bottoms of the two trees. Looks good.
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Rob Guetre

This is a really nice job, the hands in
particular, they create a circuit. You
could put more colour in the shadows.

Nola Bukvi

This is lovely, the distinction between
the trees is good. You could try a
landscape format.

Eleanor MacAllister

I don’t know how I would change this,
adding orange or even violet would
work. Remarkable texture. I would like
to see the paint applied in different
ways.

March 2020

Myrna Wilkinson
This one seems so complete.

Anything I could say would just be
very nit-picky. Beautiful colour and
composition. Very nice work.

Edmonton Art Club
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FEATURE ARTIST Karen McFarlane
What media do you prefer and
how did you come to use it as
your primary one?

How long have you been making
art?

Where do you get ideas for your
art?

I started out using acrylic because my
preferred medium of watercolor was
not taken seriously when I was first
taking art classes in the 60’s. But I
went back to watercolors under Betty
(Euphemia) McNaught’s tutelage when
I was lucky enough to be part of her
Tuesday night club in Beaverlodge
during the 70s’s and 80’s. Susan
Woolgar showed her students in a
workshop how to improve watercolors
by “fixing” them with pastels (about
2008) and I have been working in
pastels ever since. I have also always
enjoyed figure drawing in pencil.

As long as I can remember.

From any organic form.

Did you go to art school, if so
where? or are you self-taught?

Where were you born?

Art was always my favorite subject
in school. I took Art 10, 20, and 30
in high school. At university, I took
art classes as electives during my
BA program and as a major in my
Education program. I completed the
two-year diploma in visual arts at The
Grande Prairie Regional College in
1987.

Cows at Little Red Deer River,
8X10 pastel, 2016

Vilna, Alberta. I lived in Ashmont
until the age of 13, when my family
moved to Edmonton.

Who are your favourite artists?
and/or what is your favourite art
style? Why?
I like realism because of the talent the
artists have to have, but I also really
admire most of the Impressionists, the
Group of Seven, and Georgia O’Keefe.

Tucker at Lac La Martre, 2018, 8X10 pastel

Birch Tree, 7 X 9 pastel, 2016

Forest Floor, Lac la Martre, 2018, 4X6 pastel on card
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Karen McFarlane FEATURE ARTIST
How do you work? What is your
process when you create?

What role do you think the artist
has in society?

What jobs have you done other
than being an artist?

Although I love to start with a plein
air sketch, these days I mostly take
photographs when I’m outside and
then work from them. I also attend
the Harcourt House drop-in figuredrawing studio occasionally (not so
often as I used to).

I think artists, like writers, help people
to see the world in unique ways. I wish
our society valued our artists enough
to encourage them more (like allowing
them free post-secondary classes as is
done in Norway).

I am a retired teacher. I mostly taught
English upgrading at various colleges.
I also taught high-school art at
Beaverlodge for a few years.

Tracey, graphite and pastel on recycled
paper, 11 X 15, 2015
Laila and Great Grandma Bea, 8X8 pastel
on card, 2019

Salt Spring Island Garden,
2017 10X6, pastel

Roots, 2012. 10X10 pastel (for Reflections show)
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Thank You!
Thanks to Colours, DeltaArt and Drafting Supplies, The Paint Spot, Jake’s Gallery and Strathcona Art Society for their
on-going support in helping to distribute the EAC newsletters!
And thanks to the following businesses who give generous discounts to EAC members!

11116 - 120 Street NW, Edmonton

West Edmonton Mall
8882, 170th St NW, Edmonton

10032 - 81 Ave NW, Edmonton

10660 -105 St. NW, Edmonton
10104 - 149 St. NW, Edmonton
7359 - 104 St. NW, Edmonton

10441 123 Street NW, Edmonton

We’re grateful to the
Alberta Foundation of the
Arts for their continuing
support.
As the primary arts resource
and grant funding body in
Alberta, the Alberta Foundation
for the Arts helps to unleash the potential of every artist
through funding, arts promotion, and capacity-building.
We provide behind-the-scenes support to artists and arts
organizations, giving them the power to inspire minds,
encourage expression, foster creativity, and contribute to
Alberta’s economy. From story time at local libraries to
annual festivals on neighbourhood streets, the arts are
active in your community. Albertans celebrate and support
the arts as artists, volunteers, donors, and attendees at local
arts events and activities. Experience, celebrate, and take
pride in the arts—they’re all around you!
Read more at affta.ab.ca/home.
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Visual Arts Alberta – CARFAC is a Provincial Arts Service
Organization funded provincially and municipally that
provide a communications hub between members of the
visual arts community and the general public. Visual Arts
Alberta – CARFAC is the affiliate for the national arts
organization Canadian Artists Representation/Le Front des
artistes canadiens
(CARFAC) in the province of Alberta.
CARFAC Alberta Office
& Project Space:
3rd Fl., 10215-112 St., Edmonton, AB
Hours: Wednesday to Friday, 10–4pm and Saturday 12–4pm
t 780.421.1731 tf 1.866.421.1731
carfacalberta.com
general@carfacalberta.com
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RETURN ENGAGEMENT!
Coming again, at the request of those who attended her 2019 workshop!

Suzanne Northcott’s
Acrylics and Mixed Media

the space between birds, acrylic on panel 24 x 48”
Suzanne Northcott
suzannenorthcott.ca

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday, April 17 to Sunday, April 19, 2020
ARTELIER Studios by Paint Spot
10007 80 Ave. N.W. Edmonton
$375 per person due with registration.
Book now by contacting Betty Dean (eacbetty@telus.net) or edmontonartclub.com.
Class size is limited to 12 students.

A

F R O M

T H E

A R C H I V E S

s the Edmonton Art Club will be celebrating its 100th
anniversary next year we think it might be nice to show a
bit of history.
In this issue of the newsletter, we’ll start by showing a work
by Dr. Murray MacDonald who was an honorary member. He
joined during the 1920s and was Jan Fraser’s grand uncle.
The watercolour on the right was inspired by a long trip to India
in the 1960s.
He painted on a full sheet of Aquarius paper and did not draw
with a pencil. He preferred to draw with his brush. Note the
strong triangular composition. Windsor Newton colours such as
Payne’s Grey and Indian Red were used here.
First he did a pinkish wash over the paper and while the paint
was still wet he added Payne’s Grey. He removed a bit of the Grey
with a tissue for the lightning bolt in the distance.
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Aeris Osborne (Edmonton Art Club’s newest member) is a self-taught
visual artist who moved to Edmonton in 2007 from Hong Kong. She was
born and raised in both Eastern and Western cultures. Her background
influences both her perspective on life as well as her art.
For Aeris, visual art is a journey of self-exploration. It represents the
integration of inner peace and passion.
“My paintings and drawings are inspired by the essence of landscapes, and
surrounding objects. I redefine them and give them a new identity while
keeping the soul of the land and surrounding object. All my visual arts have
their own character with no duplication. I work with acrylic, watercolor or
ink pen.
You may find some of my paintings
presented in a vivid, striking color
palette emphasizing the passion of
life. Also, you may find some of my
paintings presented in a more subtle, softer color palette emphasizing an ethereal
and delicate atmosphere.”
Aeris has been exhibiting in Galleries, Hospitals, Art Competitions, and Art Walks
in Edmonton and surrounding areas. Her art can be found in collections in both
North America and Asia.
You can find some of her original paintings and giclée prints at the following
locations:
Art Gallery of St. Albert and Tix on the Square in downtown Edmonton
Find her on the web at aerisosborne.com

@art_by_aeris

@artbyaeris

Visit Aeris at Art Night free admission

March 4 (5-9 pm), at the Edmonton Convention Centre

“Tokyo Spring Streetscape” 20” x 20” on
stretched canvas. Inspired by a beautiful spring
morning when cherry flowers blossom along
Tokyo’s Sumdia River inner street.

painting workshop:
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Landscape in Seasons

Registration through Paint Spot

Ada Wong is a member of the Edmonton Art Club and
has been exhibiting her work with the club since 2006.
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how meditation can help your creative process

Y

our soul is always urging
you to express yourself
and to live your creative life
based on expansion, love,
intuition creativity and flow.
Meditating before I pick up my
paint brush, even just taking some
deep intentional cleansing breaths
can begin to open new doors for my
creativity.
When I’m feeling stuck or
uncreative, I find quieting my mind
and being silent helps me create
more efficiently and intuitively. It
gives me time to play and not be so
serious.
Not every painting has to be liked.
Not every painting has to sell
or win a prize, it can just be a
painting...
I believe that meditation is food
for your soul and fuel for your
creativity.
The sense of serenity and
detachment experienced when our
body is relaxed, our restless mind
at peace and our entire being in a
state of bliss, naturally enhances
creativity.
How can you feel fluid and
therefore creative if your mind is in
chaos?
I believe that when we take time
to meditate, a shift happens within.
Increased inspiration, vision and
understanding all flourish with
greater ease.
These are all wonderful qualities
for an artist.
Meditation helps liberate and
artists creativity through the act
of turning inward in stillness and
contemplation which is nurturing to
your art and soul.
If you are interested in learning
more about how meditation
can help you and your creative
process or would love to be a part
of my workshops: meditation and
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mandalas and creating your little
book of Love/Gratitude, please
contact me:
kerra@dragonflymassagestudio
Instagram: @kerraleedragonfly
Phone 780-919-7914
I am a certified meditation teacher
and mindfulness coach. As well as a
certified massage therapist specializing
in Craniosacral Therapy and Somato
Emotional Release.
My passion is art and helping people
free themselves from limiting beliefs.

Kerra Nelson, CMT, CST & Artist
Dragonfly Massage Studio
Live, Love, Laugh & Dream
To schedule an appointment or
for more information on services
or art work, contact Kerra

780-919-7914

or
kerra@dragonflymassagestudio.ca
Art work for sale or
commission in Water color,
Acrylic & Mixed media
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